
CP-3002D

Features

Copper Hand Tools

Precision Wire Stripper

This wire stripper comes with high precision, it can provide 
smooth cutting of wire insulation and outer jacket and clean 
stripped wires. The CP-3002D precision wire stripper is 
designed for stripping wire from 0.8mm to 2.6mm diameter, and 
it can be used as a cutter and a plier.

A safety lock for easy storage and less hand strain.
Sharp edges for accurate and easy stripping, without
damaging the cable wire cores.
Non-slip ergonomic design with a comfortable TPR handle.
Made of durable SK7 steel with HRC 50° ± 3° hardness.
Clean sharp cable cutting, up to 2.6mm diameter.
Can be used as a pillar with firm girpping.

8PKCT001

Features

UTP/STP Cable Stripper 

The 2 in 1 UTP/STP copper cable stripper 8PK-CT001 is a quick 
and light tool that can strip different size of cables with only 3 
rounds.  The 8PK-CT001 cable stripper also functions as 110 
punch down tool for quick cross connections in copper 
networks.

Applicagtion: UTP/STp cables
Meterial: Poly-Resin
Hardness: HRC 48°±2°
Length: 94mm
Packing: Blister card
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CP-3002D

Features

Precision Wire Stripper

The CP-326 slitter is designed for round cables with diameter 
from 4mm to 28mm, it can perform stripping, ringing, mid-span 
cut and spiral cut.

Precision stripping & slitting for heavy duty cables.
Slits and strips round cables with 4~28mm diameter.
Adjustable cutting depth up to 3mm.
Suitable longitudinal, spiral cutting for end stripping and
mid-span cuts, with circular cuts for jacket removal.
ABS body material with a 412JZ steel blade.



PK4013

Network Installation Tool Kit

The PK-4013 network installation tool kit is a combination of 
essential tools for network installation and maintenance. It 
features a mini lan cable test device, a professional modular 
crimper, a telecom cripmer an piler, and a precision wire 
stripper.

Tool Kit Contents

CP-376KX

DK-2039

9DK-2060

9SD-329H

1PK-067DS

FL-516

MT-7058

CP-302G

CP-148

CP-3141

9CP-501BN

SD-5101B

SD-5101A

SD-5107A

SD-5107B

9ST-4013

Professional modular crimps strips & cuts tool (200mm)

Utility knife (3 blades self loading)

3M auto stop measuring tape

Screwdriver probe voltage tester

Dual color side cutting plier (165mm)

9Pcs led flashlight

Mini lan cable tester

Precision wire stripper (AWG 20/18/16/14/12/10)

Description DescriptionCode Code

Telecom combi-crimper/plier

Impact terminal tool for krone

Wire stripper tool

Line color screwdriver (#0 x 75mm)

Line color screwdriver (-3.0X 75mm)

Line color screwdriver (-6.0 X 100mm)

Line color screwdriver (#2 x 100mm)

Tool bag

Copper Hand Tools
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